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Executive Summary 

E uropean nations have provided a wide range of air and missile defense systems to help 
Ukraine defend against indiscriminate missile and drone strikes by Russia. Russia’s 
aggression and tactics have also prompted them to focus on European air and missile 

defenses—which are in a parlous state after years of underinvestment. This report finds that 
European air and missile defense faces big challenges, with serious gaps in ground-based air 
defense, command and control, and defense against emerging advanced threats.

The German-led European Sky Shield Initiative, launched in October 2022, has the potential to 
address these problems and fill the gaps. However, Sky Shield is already under severe political 
pressure and faces an uphill battle given the many challenges of European defense cooperation. Yet 
given critical shortfalls in air and missile defense, European nations have little choice but to make 
Sky Shield a success. 

To help overcome these challenges, this report offers 15 recommendations for the Sky Shield 
initiative across five categories: leadership, capability and concept, cooperation, division of labor, 
and delivery. These recommendations are based on an extensive assessment of Europe’s air and 
missile defenses, followed by a detailed analysis of how to overcome the challenges Sky Shield faces 
based on previous reports, past examples of cooperation, and the wider literature.

LEADERSHIP
1. Create strong German leadership based on a clear vision and direction for Sky Shield that all 

members agree on.
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2. Balance multiple goals and manage competing objectives.

3. Develop a Sky Shield brand, champion success, and maintain a constant drumbeat of 
activity.

CAPABILITY AND CONCEPT
4. Focus Sky Shield on addressing the serious capability gaps in very short- to medium-range 

ground-based air defense (GBAD).

5. Agree on a Sky Shield concept of operations for regional air and missile defense, including 
developing new and novel concepts.

6. Expand information-sharing networks.

7. Improve air and missile defense exercises.

DIVISION OF LABOR
8. Design Sky Shield around the smaller groups that already exist between members while 

maintaining focus on commonality and integration.

9. Agree on work-share guidance between nations.

COOPERATION
10. Make cooperation a political priority for Sky Shield (e.g., through coproduction, 

codevelopment, integration, and joint units).

11. Use existing NATO and EU instruments to incentivize cooperation.

12. Use coproduction to manage work share and incentivize codevelopment to advance 
technology transfer.

DELIVERY
13. Design the right cooperation format(s) for Sky Shield, which may be a mixture of 

coproduction, codevelopment, integration, and joint air defense units.

14. Establish a dedicated organization to coordinate and manage the delivery of Sky Shield.

15. Develop lower-cost systems and streamline export controls.

If Sky Shield can overcome the many challenges to successful cooperation, it could be game 
changing for European air and missile defense and for wider efforts to transform European defense.
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Introduction

V ladimir Putin’s war of conquest in Ukraine has not gone according to plan. One year on 
from Russia’s attempt to take Kyiv and remove the elected Ukrainian government, fierce 
Ukrainian resistance has limited Russian forces’ gains to the far east and south of the 

country.1 As a consequence, Russia has resorted to raining down indiscriminate terror with missile 
and drone strikes against civilian targets. In March 2023, a barrage of over 80 strikes in one day 
left 40 percent of Kyiv’s population without power. The strikes included Kh-47 Kinzhal hypersonic 
missiles, Kh-22 antiship missiles, S-300 antiaircraft missiles, Kalibr cruise missiles, and Iranian-
made Shahed remotely piloted aircraft (RPA).2 

European nations have responded to Russia’s tactics by providing Ukraine with a wide range of air 
and missile defense systems.3 But the situation has also prompted them to focus on their own air 
and missile defenses. However, these are in a perilous state given the lack of investment in European 
defense (particularly high-end operations) since the end of the Cold War and the proliferation of new 
threats such as RPA and high-velocity missiles. As a result, European nations have serious shortfalls in 
short-, medium-, and long-range GBAD systems and against advanced emerging threats. As Chancellor 
Scholz put it in a speech in Prague in August 2022, “We have a lot of catching up to do in Europe 
when it comes to defence against airborne and space-based threats.”4

Chancellor Scholz’s answer to Europe’s air and missile defense woes is a German-led, “jointly 
developed air defence system in Europe,” now known as the European Sky Shield Initiative 
(herein “Sky Shield”).5 The initiative, his brainchild, was launched on October 13, 2022, when 
defense ministers from 14 North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies and Finland signed a 
letter of intent.6 
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Yet no sooner was Sky Shield announced than it came under pressure. Poland was conspicuously 
absent from the list of 15 northern and eastern European nations that signed up, and Germany’s 
reluctance to approve the export of Leopard 2 main battle tanks to Ukraine invited questions about 
its leadership.7 On the same day Scholz explained his initiative to the Munich Security Conference, 
French president Emmanuel Macron announced his own initiative for European air defense, 
which seemed to be in direct competition with Scholz’s.8 Although the Sky Shield club has grown 
to 17 members, no multinational cooperation has ever succeeded with so many participants, as 
successful projects typically have fewer than five members.9

One assessment of Sky Shield puts it bluntly: 

Important European partners, above all France and Italy, are currently unwilling to follow 
Germany’s lead. The lack of political unity shows that Germany’s proposal does not take 
European security interests sufficiently into account, has failed to convince partners, and 
leaves many questions unanswered on the strategic, military, industrial, and economic levels.10

This report examines the state of air and missile defense in Europe and offers a closer examination 
of Sky Shield’s prospects and how to improve them. The report is organized in three chapters:

 ▪ Chapter 1 examines the state of European air and missile defense at the national level based on 
an analysis of existing capabilities and planned procurement across Europe, as well as existing 
NATO and EU multinational initiatives.

 ▪ Chapter 2 assesses the prospects for the Sky Shield initiative in terms of potential benefits, 
challenges, and factors for success.

 ▪ Chapter 3 proposes 15 recommendations for making the most of Sky Shield based on insights 
from collective action theory, best practices, and types of defense cooperation.

Results of a survey of experts in European air and missile defense are displayed at relevant points 
throughout the report.11 Appendix A contains the detailed results of the capability survey in Chapter 1.
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1

The State of European  
Air and Missile Defense

D uring the Cold War, GBAD played a secondary role to air power given NATO’s focus on 
achieving air superiority over Warsaw Pact forces.12 Since then, Europe’s air defenses 
have atrophied given their focus on expeditionary and counterterrorism operations in a 

permissive air operating environment.13 A recent assessment by CSIS suggests, “European states 
will likely continue to lack sufficient ground-based air-defense capabilities to counter Russian 
cruise and ballistic missiles,” as “European missile defense capabilities are lagging” and NATO’s 
ballistic missile defense (BMD) program is unlikely to be fully operational before 2030.14 Others 
have confirmed this assessment, which is compounded by concerns about the inability of European 
high-end air power to secure the air superiority needed.15 The ever-present threat posed by Russian 
missile forces based in the Kaliningrad Oblast—including nuclear-capable Iskander missiles and 
antiship missiles—is also an important factor given their short flight time to European capitals.16

This section assesses the true state of European air and missile defense in two parts: national 
capabilities and multinational initiatives. It concludes that despite recent focus on and investment 
in missile defense, Europe relies on a very small number of modern missile defense systems. Most 
of its GBAD consists of older Soviet-built short-range systems. When combined with gaps in defense 
against emerging advanced threats—such as RPA, guided and unguided missiles, and hypersonic glide 
vehicles—and in C2 for NATO’s Integrated Air and Missile Defense (IAMD) mission, this assessment 
suggests Europe’s piecemeal approach to air and missile defense is no longer sustainable.
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The National Picture: European Nations’ Air and Missile 
Defense Capabilities 
Russia’s 2014 annexation of Crimea and conflict in the Donbas region of Ukraine triggered a 
renewed focus in NATO and Europe on air and missile defense, but progress has been patchy. While 
the 2016 NATO Warsaw summit acknowledged Russian missile strike capabilities as a threat, it made 
little headway in moving beyond the existing IAMD architecture built around an Iranian threat.17 
Moreover, European air and missile defense acquisition has been piecemeal.18 

Modernization efforts have focused on speed of acquisition and national requirements over a 
coordinated European approach, resulting in serious shortfalls across NATO’s eastern front, from 
the Baltic Sea to the Black Sea. According to one analysis: 

This translates into a highly diverse landscape of air and missile defences across the [NATO] 
Alliance’s members. None of the countries analysed currently has a fully integrated, multi-
layered system to ensure their adequate saturation with defence assets. The entire area 
needs huge amounts of funding for very short-, short- and medium-range systems.19 

The current state of European missile defense capabilities is shown in Figure 1. It is based on a 
comprehensive survey of Europe’s existing capabilities and planned acquisitions (see Appendix A).

Figure 1: European Ground-Based Air and Missile Defense Capabilities

KEY
No or limited systems, no or 
unspecified planned acquisitions

Dated or limited systems, unspecified 
or specified planned acquisitions

Modern systems, specified planned 
acquisitions

Note: This assessment is based on 2022 data and may not include recent announcements or acquisitions. 

Source: Authors’ own analysis based on Appendix A data; countries are categorized according to their closest match to the above 
categories. 
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Another way of looking at the problem is from the threat perspective. Table 1 shows how Europe’s 
air and missile defense posture—based on capability (types of systems) and capacity (quantity of 
systems and military units)—deals with a variety of threats. Given Russia’s increased use of drone 
attacks in Ukraine against military and civilian targets, some nations are considering buying Israeli 
air defense systems that have proven successful against these threats.20

Table 1: Gaps in European Air and Missile Defense

Threat No Gap

Moderate Gap
(risks mission delays  

and increased losses)

Significant Gap
(risks mission failure)

Fast-moving fighter/strike aircraft X

Slow-moving aircraft/attack helicopter X

Small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) X

Guided missile threats X

Unguided missile threats X

Hypersonics X

Source: Survey results and authors’ own analysis (see Appendix A).

According to the authors’ survey, there are serious short- and long-term gaps in European air and 
missile defense:

Q1: How do you assess the state of Europe’s air and missile defense capabilities 
over the next decade? (Pick one)

Serious, short-term gaps (0–5 years)

Serious, long-term gaps (5–10 years)

Minor gaps

No gaps

Other (please specify)

0 2 4 6 8

Number of Responses

Source: Authors’ survey of 16 European defense experts conducted in February 2023.
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These gaps are spread across the full range of air and missile defense capabilities:

Q2: If there are gaps, where are the most serious? (Pick one)

Other (please specify)

0 2 4 6 8

Air-to-air/defensive counter air

GBAD, short range (i.e., CRAM systems)

GBAD, medium range (e.g., NASAMS)

Sea-based missile defense

Space-based capabilities

Command, control, and integration

GBAD, very short range/point defense 
(e.g., SAM)

GBAD, long range (e.g., Patriot)

Number of Responses

Source: Authors’ survey of 16 European defense experts conducted in February 2023.

Europe needs to prioritize solutions for RPA, cruise missiles, and hypersonic missiles:

Q3: And against which threats? (Pick up to three)

Other (please specify)

Slow-moving air attack (e.g., helicopters)

Fast air attack (e.g., combat air)

Strategic air attack (e.g., strategic bombers)

Drones/UAS

Cruise missile

ICBM

Hypersonic missiles

0 3 6 9 12 15

Number of Responses

Source: Authors’ survey of 16 European defense experts conducted in February 2023.
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The Multinational Picture: Cooperation on Air and Missile 
Defense in Europe
To address the growing gap between threats and capabilities, NATO and the European Union have 
prioritized multinational cooperation to strengthen European air and missile defense in recent years. 

Established in the early Cold War period, NATO’s collective air defense mission is based on two 
permanent tasks: IAMD and BMD. Air and missile defense has also emerged as a priority for NATO 
capability development in recent years, with three of twenty-one High Visibility Projects (HVPs) 
dedicated to GBAD; counter rockets, artillery, and mortars (C-RAM); and tactical C2 (see Table 2 for 
more detail).21

Unlike NATO, the European Union does not have standing tasks such as BMD or IAMD across 
Europe.22 Air and missile defense has therefore not been a priority for EU capability development.23 
But this is changing fast: recent assessments point to air and missile defense as an urgent priority to 
reinforce in the short term, a priority to upgrade in the short to medium term, and a “high-impact 
capability goal” to help “win the future” in the long term through high-end air defense systems that 
defend against threats such as hypersonic missiles and unmanned aerial systems.24  The European 
Union’s 2022 Strategic Compass plans for EU forces to deploy in “nonpermissive” environments, 
which include a range of threats from the air, from missiles to RPA. It therefore identifies the need 
to develop modern air and missile defense systems, included in one of six “capability focus areas.”25 
Table 3 shows key NATO and EU initiatives on air and missile defense. 
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Table 2: NATO and EU Multinational Air and Missile Defense Initiatives

NATO European Union

IAMD (permanent task)

 ▪ Air policing mission (est. 1961)
 ▪ Air shielding mission (est. 2022)
 ▪ NATO Integrated Air Defense System (est. 

1950s)
 ▪ IAMD Center of Excellence (est. 2021)

Timely Warning and Interception with Space-
Based Theatre Surveillance (TWISTER)

 ▪ PESCO project
 ▪ Est. 2019; 2030 aim (in service)
 ▪ France (lead–MBDA prime), Finland, 

Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Spain
 ▪ Space-based early warning and intercept of 

high-velocity threats
 ▪ Contribution to NATO BMD

BMD (permanent task)

 ▪ Est. 2010; initial operational capability, 2016
 ▪ Command Center, Ramstein
 ▪ Aegis land/sea (in Turkey, Romania, Poland, 

and Spain) plus SAMP/T, Patriot, and 
national assets.

European Hypersonic Defence Interceptor 
(HYDEF)

 ▪ Est. 2021; 2035 or later target
 ▪ Funded by European Defence Fund (EDF) 
 ▪ €110 million; SENER (Spain led)
 ▪ Concept for European interceptor for high-

velocity threats

Modular GBAD (HVP)

 ▪ Est. 2020; procurement commences 2024 or 
later

 ▪ 14 nations
 ▪ Very short- to medium-range GBAD (up to 

50 km)
 ▪ Scalable, modular, common C2 (Fire 

Direction Center)

Rapidly Deployable Mobile C-RAM (HVP)

 ▪ Est. 2020; procurement commences 2028 or 
later

 ▪ Germany, Greece, Hungary, Norway, Poland, 
United Kingdom, United States

 ▪ Deployable/mobile C-RAM (e.g., directed 
energy weapon [DEW])

Surface-Based Air and Missile Defense 
(SBAMD) C2 Layer (HVP)

 ▪ Est. 2021
 ▪ Denmark, Italy, Portugal, Spain, United 

Kingdom, United States
 ▪ Battalion/brigade-level GBAD open 

architecture for air defense management 
system

Source: Authors’ research based on multiple sources.26
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In summary, this analysis of the national and multinational picture suggests the following about the 
state of Europe’s air and missile defenses:

 ▪ Although European nations have plenty of short- to medium-range air defense systems, much 
of this inventory is dated and (in eastern Europe) Soviet-era technology.27 Despite renewed 
focus and several planned acquisitions and development, this gap is likely to persist.

 ▪ European nations have relatively few defenses against long-range guided and unguided 
missiles, relying on small numbers of high-end Patriot and SAMP/T systems and lacking any 
high-altitude systems (e.g., Terminal High Altitude Area Defense [THAAD], Arrow 3).

 ▪ Extensive gaps among European nations are emerging against advanced threats, such as RPA, 
and longer-range threats from high-velocity missiles and hypersonic glide vehicles.

 ▪ The current state of IAMD C2 is a moderate gap until NATO can deploy a common operating 
system to the numerous disparate C2 nodes. 

 ▪ There are several capability development initiatives within NATO and the European Union 
to address air and missile defense gaps, but these are relatively immature in their scope and 
delivery plans.

Given this assessment, despite recent attention and capability initiatives in NATO and the European 
Union, Europe’s piecemeal approach to air and missile defense at the national level is no longer a 
sustainable strategy.
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2

The European  
Sky Shield Initiative

Introducing Sky Shield 
Sky Shield was launched on October 13, 2022, in the margins of a NATO Ministers of Defence 
meeting.28 Given the state of European air and missile defense capabilities and the limited scope 
of the multinational NATO and EU initiatives designed to address the gaps, Sky Shield may have 
arrived just in time. 

The immediate origins of Sky Shield can be traced to a speech made by Chancellor Scholz at the 
Charles University in Prague on August 29, 2022—six weeks before the formal announcement of 
Sky Shield:29

We have a lot of catching up to do in Europe when it comes to defence against airborne 
and space-based threats. That is why we in Germany will be investing very significantly in 
our air defence over the years ahead. All of those capabilities will be deployable within the 
framework of NATO. At the same time, Germany will, from the very start, design that future 
air defence in such a way that our European neighbours can be involved if desired—such 
as the Poles, Balts, Netherlanders, Czechs, Slovaks or our Scandinavian partners. Not only 
would a jointly developed air defence system in Europe be more efficient and cost-effective 
than if each of us built our own costly and highly complex systems; it would also be a 
security gain for Europe as a whole, and an outstanding example of what we mean when 
we talk about strengthening the European pillar within NATO.
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This initiative came six months after another important speech by Chancellor Scholz: the so-called 
Zeitenwende speech to the German Bundestag in the days following Russia’s full-scale invasion 
of Ukraine. This speech promised a watershed moment in German defense and security policy, 
accompanied by a special fund of €100 billion to finance it.30 

Six months into the Zeitenwende, Sky Shield now presents Germany with an opportunity to 
demonstrate what its new era of leadership on defense and security looks like in practice. It also 
gives Germany a chance to build on extensive previous efforts to develop European air defense 
systems through the failed Medium Extended Air Defense System (MEADS) and Threshold Limit 
Values (TLVs) programs (intended to compete with the U.S. Patriot system) and the successful Infra 
Red Imaging System Tail/Thrust Vector-Controlled (IRIS-T) system, recently deployed in Ukraine.31

Yet despite the potential of Sky Shield and the fanfare around the launch of the initiative, the goals 
and content of the initiative remain unclear. So far, they include the following:

 ▪ A common, interoperable, and even integrated system or network32

 ▪ Common or joint acquisition of existing off-the-shelf air and missile defense systems33

 ▪ Individual national acquisitions34

 ▪ Flexible and scalable solutions for different nations35

 ▪ Joint development of new air and missile defense capabilities36

 ▪ Development of the European technology and industry base37

 ▪ A focus on cost savings and efficiency38

 ▪ A NATO-first initiative39

 ▪ Europe-wide scope but focused on northern and eastern European nations40

The research survey corroborated this picture, as those surveyed had no clear idea what the focus 
of Sky Shield was or what form it would take:
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Q4: In your understanding, what is the focus of the German-led European Sky 
Shield Initiative (ESSI)? (Pick one or multiple answers)

Air-to-air/defensive counter air

GBAD, short range (I.e., CRAM systems)

GBAD, medium range (e.g., NASAMS)

Sea-based missile defense

Space-based capabilities

Command, control, and integration

All of the above

Other (please specify)

0 2 4 6

GBAD, very short range/point defense 
(e.g., SAM)

GBAD, long range (e.g., Patriot)

Number of Responses

Source: Authors’ survey of 16 European defense experts conducted in February 2023.

Q5: What is your understanding of the proposed model for delivering ESSI 
capability? (Pick one or multiple answers)

Coordinated o�-the-shelf procurement

Joint production or coproduction

Joint development

Common standards, mostly national procurements

Focus on integrating national/multinational systems

Other (please specify)

0 2 4 6 8

Common element or module (e.g., sensor, shooter, 
missile, C2), mostly national procurements

Number of Responses

Source: Authors’ survey of 16 European defense experts conducted in February 2023.
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The easiest question to answer about Sky Shield is which nations have joined it. When it was 
launched, there were 15 nations. Denmark and Sweden joined in February 2023 to take the total 
to 17. As Figure 2 shows, this group of nations is focused exclusively on north, east, and central 
Europe—or NATO’s eastern front. 

Figure 2: Participants in the European Sky Shield Initiative

Note: Finland joined the NATO alliance on April 4, 2023. This graphic does not include Denmark, whose participation in Sky Shield 
was announced in February 2023. 

Source: Reprinted with permission from Sven Arnold and Torben Arnold, “Germany’s Fragile Leadership Role in European Air 
Defence,” Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, February 2, 2023, https://www.swp-berlin.org/en/publication/germanys-fragile-leader-
ship-role-in-european-air-defence.

Assessing the Prospects for Sky Shield
Although Sky Shield is in its infancy, it has potential to address Europe’s air and missile defense 
gaps given its high political profile and the number of members it has already gathered. The key 
question is, will it be successful? 

To help answer this question, this section assesses Sky Shield’s prospects. It uses an existing 
framework to consider potential benefits, challenges, and success factors and concludes that the 
political, economic, and military challenges inherent to defense cooperation, combined with 
other contingent factors—such as lack of clear goals and focus, the large number of participants, 
past failures, emerging political differences over the best path forward for European air defense, 
and the rapidly evolving threat environment—will make it difficult to realize the benefits of Sky 
Shield in practice.41

https://www.swp-berlin.org/en/publication/germanys-fragile-leadership-role-in-european-air-defence
https://www.swp-berlin.org/en/publication/germanys-fragile-leadership-role-in-european-air-defence
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF SKY SHIELD
Multinational defense cooperation offers three types of benefits: political, economic, and military 
(see Figure 3).42 Sky Shield offers potential benefits across all three.

 ▪ The political benefits of Sky Shield include promoting solidarity, cohesion, and trust between 
its members; burden sharing; and enhanced capacity for action. The latter is an important 
driver of cooperation for Europe, which faces political incentives to seek relative autonomy 
from—and insure against—shifting U.S. priorities.43 

 ▪ The economic benefits of Sky Shield could make air and missile defense cheaper by bundling 
national demand to achieve economies of scale and learning by avoiding duplication of costly 
research and development through increased trade and competition and provision of public 
goods (e.g., deterrence or missile defense).44 

 ▪ Sky Shield could yield three main military benefits: capability and fighting power, enhanced 
interoperability, and efficiencies through standardization of equipment and systems.45

Figure 3: Benefits of Defense Cooperation

Trust

Solidarity

Influence

Capacity

Cost savings

Trade

Interoperability

Standardization

Fighting power

POLITICAL ECONOMIC MILITARY

Public goods

Source: Sean Monaghan, “Solving Europe’s Defense Dilemma: Overcoming the Challenges to European Defense Cooperation,” 
CSIS, CSIS Briefs, March 1, 2023, https://www.csis.org/analysis/solving-europes-defense-dilemma-overcoming-challenges-europe-
an-defense-cooperation

https://www.csis.org/analysis/solving-europes-defense-dilemma-overcoming-challenges-european-defense-cooperation
https://www.csis.org/analysis/solving-europes-defense-dilemma-overcoming-challenges-european-defense-cooperation
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According to those surveyed, the potential benefits of Sky Shield are evenly spread across political, 
economic, and military dimensions:

Q7: In your view, what are the most important benefits of ESSI? (Rank the following)

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

Military
(e.g., capability, interoperability)

Economic
(e.g., economy of scale, cost savings, e�ciency)

Political
(e.g., unity, solidarity, coherence)

Weighted Average Votes

Source: Authors’ survey of 16 European defense experts conducted in February 2023.

More specifically, multinational cooperation on air and missile defense has become vital given the 
proliferation of advanced air and missile threats.46 According to one analysis, there are five types of 
air and missile defense cooperation, all of which Sky Shield could exploit:47

 ▪ Sales and purchasing of air and missile defense systems between nations, which can signal 
commitment to allies, strengthen overall defenses, and reduce the U.S. security burden of 
individual nations.

 ▪ Cooperative research and development, which helps to share costs and promote 
specialization in niche technology areas.48

 ▪ Hosting air and missile defense units and facilities, which can enhance overall defense and 
deterrence, reassure allies, and strengthen political ties.49

 ▪ Sharing information before launch (e.g., development and testing of adversary systems) and 
after launch (e.g., missile launch, cueing, and tracking data). 

 ▪ Exercises and training, which allow European militaries to test and hone their systems, 
personnel, interoperability, and doctrine in a realistic joint environment.

CHALLENGES
The challenges to multinational cooperation are significant.50 Using the same three categories, some 
of the most significant challenges Sky Shield is likely to face are highlighted in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The Collective Action Problem in European Defense Cooperation

The strategic cacophony problem

The strategic fit problem

 The specialization dilemma

Fragmentation

Short-termism

Defense planning

Joint procurement

Multinational operations

POLITICAL ECONOMIC MILITARY

Source: Monaghan, “Solving Europe’s Defense Dilemma.”

There are three political challenges that could affect the Sky Shield initiative:51 

 ▪ The strategic cacophony problem occurs when domestic imperatives to develop national 
forces and defense industries work against cooperation. One example is Poland’s conspicuous 
absence from Sky Shield following a difficult period between Warsaw and Berlin, including a 
public spat over deployment of German Patriot systems to Poland, given Warsaw has recently 
committed to developing its own short- and medium-range GBAD systems in cooperation with 
the United Kingdom.52

 ▪ The strategic fit problem relates to overcoming deep national differences in strategic culture, 
priorities, and so on. For Sky Shield, navigating both problems among 17 members will require 
strong leadership and creative solutions. An example is the potential for a competing French-
led initiative on Europe’s air defense announced by President Macron at the Munich Security 
Conference.53 This could be due to concerns about a north-south divide in European air 
defense, especially given the industrial expertise in southern European nations such as France, 
Spain, and Italy, or the sputtering “Franco-German engine.”54 As one assessment of Sky Shield 
puts the political challenge bluntly: “Important European partners, above all France and 
Italy, are currently unwilling to follow Germany’s lead. The lack of political unity shows that 
Germany’s proposal does not take European security interests sufficiently into account, has 
failed to convince partners, and leaves many questions unanswered on the strategic, military, 
industrial, and economic levels.”55

 ▪ The specialization dilemma undermines reliance on others to deliver shared capability. For 
Sky Shield, specialization is unavoidable because not every nation in Europe can afford to 
develop and field an independent air defense system. For example, smaller nations that cannot 
afford to procure or operate complex systems must rely on others for coverage against long-
range missile threats. Conveniently, some specialization already exists through NATO’s Air 
Policing and Air Shielding missions.
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There are two main economic challenges to defense cooperation: fragmentation and short-termism. 

 ▪ For Sky Shield, fragmented preferences, demand (e.g., national requirements), and supply 
(e.g., the national defense industry) across 17 members will be difficult to avoid and must be 
carefully managed to minimize friction. 

 ▪ Short-termism in Sky Shield could emerge as a preference for buying off-the-shelf and non-
European systems.56 While this would address short-term capability gaps, it may undermine 
the competitiveness and sustainability of Europe’s defense technology and industrial base in 
the long run.57 

There are three main military challenges for Sky Shield:

 ▪ The first and second—multinational defense planning and joint procurement—are related. While 
NATO and the European Union have multinational defense planning processes that can help align 
multinational requirements and conduct joint procurement, they are not detailed enough for Sky 
Shield, which will have to create its own planning process and joint procurement mechanisms. 

 ▪ The third is interoperability between nations. This is especially demanding for integrated air and 
missile defense, which requires a common air picture that is extremely accurate and complex 
operating doctrine that requires high levels of training. This is why the Latvian state secretary 
Jānis Garisons suggested interoperability “might be the big challenge” for Sky Shield.58

According to the experts who responded to the authors’ research survey, the main challenges to 
Sky Shield are political, followed by military:

Q8: In your view, what will be the main challenge to realizing the benefits of ESSI? 
(Pick one)

Other (please specify)

0 2 4 6 8

Military (e.g., satisfying national military 
requirements, achieving interoperability)

Economic (e.g., realizing e�ciencies and 
cost savings in practice)

Political (e.g., leadership, agreement 
on goals, scope)

Industry (e.g., work share, industrial 
cooperation)

Number of Responses

Source: Authors’ survey of 16 European defense experts conducted in February 2023.

SUCCESS FACTORS
A previous assessment looked at past examples of cooperation to identify key factors for success.59 
Table 3 uses these factors to assess the prospects for Sky Shield at this early stage. 
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Table 3: Assessment of the Prospects for Sky Shield against Known Success 
Factors for Multinational Cooperation

Success Factor Assessment

Rating 

(high/medium/
low prospects 
for success)

endogenous factors

Core Factors

Trust and 
solidarity

Difficult to maintain among 17 members. German leadership already 
questioned by some (e.g., Leopard 2 debate). Poland conspicuously absent. 

Low

Shared strategic 
culture and like-
mindedness

Competing French air defense initiative. Sky Shield suggests emerging 
north-south divide in European air and missile defense.

Medium

Clear goals and 
serious intent

Varied goals at this stage. German political backing (e.g., Scholz’s speech, 
tied to Zeitenwende) but appears to be a “politics-first” initiative. 

Low

Military-strategic 
symmetry

A wide range among the 17, but this (a) is not a decisive factor and (b) 
could be a virtue if pursuing a subgroup or plug-and-play model.

Medium

Enabling Factors

Level playing 
field for defense 
industry

Some suspicion that the initiative is designed to benefit the German 
defense industry, though two of the three systems identified at this stage 
are not German (U.S. Patriot and Israeli Arrow).

Medium

The role of 
institutions

Sky Shield could bolster NATO IAMD and EU initiatives, but some risk 
of overlap or fratricide needs managing (e.g., with NATO GBAD, EU 
hypersonics, France air defense conference).

Medium

Cost savings Part of the Sky Shield rationale but requires clear goals and agreement 
which is currently lacking. Previous air defense cooperation failures (e.g., 
MEADS and TLVs) were due in large part to high costs.

Low

exogenous factors*

Threat 
environment 

Unpredictable and dynamic Russian future threat, emerging novel threats 
(e.g., RPA, hypersonics).

–

Other allies’ 
policies 

Poland absent, France proposing a separate initiative, U.S. policy is to 
export U.S. systems rather than support “European” solutions. 

–

Industrial base Advanced industrial air defense nations involved (e.g., Norway, United 
Kingdom, Germany—if not Poland, France, Spain, and Italy). Previous 
failures delivering MEADS and TLVs.

–

Emerging 
technologies 

Fast moving and unpredictable (e.g., hypersonics, space, RPA, artificial 
intelligence).

–

* Note: Exogenous factors are included in this table for reference but are not rated due to high variability.

Source: Author’s analysis based on workshop discussions and the success factors for multinational defense cooperation identified 
in Sean Monaghan, “Solving Europe’s Defense Dilemma.”
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In summary, the political, economic, and military challenges inherent to defense cooperation, 
combined with other factors such as lack of clear goals and focus, the large number of participants, 
past failures, emerging political differences over the best path forward for European air defense, 
and the rapidly evolving threat environment will make it difficult to realize the benefits of Sky 
Shield in practice.
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3

Making the Most  
of Sky Shield

T he previous section suggests the Sky Shield initiative faces an uphill battle. However, given 
critical shortfalls in air and missile defense, European nations have little choice but to make 
Sky Shield a success. This final section examines how to make the most of Sky Shield by 

applying collective action principles and best practices from other multinational initiatives and by 
designing the right cooperation model for Sky Shield. Recommendations for Sky Shield are outlined 
throughout this section and summarized at the end.

Overcoming the Challenges 
Previous work conceptualized European defense cooperation as a collective action problem.60 It 
used this framework to identify three principles for overcoming the collective action challenges to 
cooperation that can be applied to Sky Shield.

PRINCIPLE 1: USE THE POWER OF SMALL GROUPS 
Small groups of actors (whether individuals or nations) can overcome collective action problems as 
they have more trust in each other and are less likely to defect or free ride. The potential for small 
groups of nations to advance Europe’s air and missile defense is well known.61 For example, high-
profile joint projects such as the Future Combat Air System, European Patrol Corvette, Eurodrone, 
and multinational units like the European Air Transport Command show the promise of these 
formats (including for Franco-German cooperation).62 However, the 17 nations of Sky Shield may 
be too numerous to take advantage of this principle, given successful defense cooperation typically 
involves fewer than five nations.63  More participants introduce greater complexity and increased 
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inefficiency.64 Sky Shield should therefore use the smaller groups that already exist among 
members to maximize existing cooperation mechanisms and synergies.

For example, the UK Joint Expeditionary Force ( JEF), the Bucharest Nine, the Baltic Three, the 
Nordic Defence Cooperation (NORDEFCO), the Visegrad Four, and the Central European Defence 
Cooperation forum all feature Sky Shield members. Using existing groups takes advantage of the 
trust, relationships, and cooperation mechanisms already built. 

PRINCIPLE 2: NORMALIZE COOPERATION
Three approaches could be applied within Sky Shield to overcome the collective action problem by 
normalizing cooperation:

 ▪ Make cooperation a political priority for Sky Shield. Without this focus, the initiative will 
fail to meet many of its goals. 

 ▪ Champion success and name and shame failure through regular progress reports that 
highlight participants’ cooperative and innovative solutions. 

 ▪ Emphasize strong German leadership. The initiative should go beyond political 
pronouncements to forge agreements by bringing together national officials to agree on 
common goals, requirements, solutions, systems, and delivery models; invest resources and 
personnel to set up dedicated management and delivery structures; and solve the all-important 
integration problem.

PRINCIPLE 3: CONSOLIDATE DEMAND AND SUPPLY
Carrots and sticks can be used to consolidate demand and supply across Europe’s fragmented air 
defense landscape. For Sky Shield, demand consolidation will require participants to agree on a 
common set of requirements for air and missile defense capability. 

The analysis presented suggests Sky Shield should focus on addressing the serious capability (and 
capacity) gaps for very short- to medium-range GBAD. A focus on C2 and integration will also be 
crucial given the role of integration in effective joint air defense and existing shortfalls and the 
difficulties implementing NATO’s BMD C2 and Air Command and Control System (ACCS).65 A focus on 
BMD systems can be discounted given the complexity and costs and the fact that the U.S. Aegis system 
already provides this capability through NATO BMD.66 Sky Shield could also address countering 
advanced threats such as RPA or hypersonic glide vehicles, but this capability is already a focus of two 
EU initiatives: TWISTER, through PESCO, and HYDEF, through the European Defence Fund.

However, common requirements must be based primarily on an agreed concept of operations for air 
and missile defense. During the Cold War, NATO focused on air superiority over air defense based on 
the logic that “the best defense is a good offense.”67 But with new technologies that make air defense 
cheaper and more effective, this logic may be shifting to favor defense and a focus on “air denial” 
and “volumetric defense,” as demonstrated in Ukraine.68 However, early lessons from Ukraine’s air 
defense experience may not apply to a NATO-Russia war, which would look very different.69
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Once a concept and requirements are established for Sky Shield, early guidance for work share 
between nations should be agreed to consolidate supply arrangements—a key ingredient for 
successful joint procurements.70 Work share can be designed around a division of labor that 
maximizes benefits for each nation. As one assessment of international air and missile defense 
cooperation points out: 

Strategically coordinated investments, whether on a bilateral or regional basis, may 
also play a part [in success]. One country may focus on sensors while another invests in 
interceptors, but together they may allow both to contribute more effectively to a joint 
missile defense architecture according to their own ability.71

Supply friction can also be reduced through a dedicated organization to coordinate and manage 
delivery, such as the NATO agency that managed the MEADS program or the Organisation for Joint 
Armament Co-operation (OCCAR).72 This could be based at Ramstein Air Base alongside the existing 
BMD command center. Finally, existing NATO and EU instruments should also be used to incentivize 
cooperative solutions, including financial incentives, regulations, and joint planning processes.73

Applying Best Practices
Three areas of best practice in multinational cooperation can be applied to Sky Shield to improve 
the chances for success: the NATO Framework Nations Concept, joint development programs, and 
existing cooperation in air and missile defense.

FRAMEWORK NATIONS CONCEPT
Previous work has identified several areas of best practice from the NATO Framework Nations 
Concept.74 Based on these, the Sky Shield initiative should focus on the following recommendations:

 ▪ Set a clear vision and direction. The goals set out for Sky Shield so far are many and varied. 
What the initiative needs most is to publish a concise vision agreed by all participants. For 
example, the JEF has a clear vision of generating deployable forces to respond to hybrid 
threats, articulated in an online policy directive agreed to by all the member nations.75

 ▪ Refine participation and scope based on a regional focus and existing foundations. 
Rather than attempt to pursue a homogenous project among its 17 members, the Sky Shield 
initiative should use existing small groups to focus on regional solutions that are more likely to 
succeed while maintaining an overall focus on interoperability and integration.

 ▪ Develop a Sky Shield brand and maintain a constant drumbeat of activity. In order to 
succeed, the Sky Shield initiative should establish a distinctive, collective political identity 
among members that is reinforced and shared through a dedicated strategic communications 
campaign. The campaign includes regular leaders’ summits and officials’ meetings alongside 
media and social media campaigns. Coverage should focus on the unity, benefits, and 
progression of Sky Shield.

 ▪ Emphasize leadership. Berlin should invest more political capital and national resources in 
building Sky Shield. This should include dedicated structures and facilities (e.g., at Ramstein 
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Air Base) and by leading official meetings to agree on common goals, requirements, solutions, 
systems, and delivery models.

 ▪ Be flexible and relevant. Sky Shield should be relevant to the needs of members by pursuing 
a model that maximizes individual gain according to each nation’s focus (e.g., on industry, 
capability, differing threats and platforms, and specialization) while maintaining unity (e.g., 
through common branding, agreed requirements, and a common network or architecture).

INTERNATIONAL JOINT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
A previous CSIS study identifies four principles for designing international joint development 
programs that could be applied to Sky Shield:

 ▪ Balance multiple goals. Successful joint development programs achieve a balance between 
political, economic, and military goals to maximize the benefits to all participants: “Great 
ambitions in any one category typically come at the expense of the project’s suitability for 
international joint development.”76 Each goal should be agreed by all members as early as 
possible, have a strong champion within the project, and possess few domestic opponents. 
While Sky Shield has several possible goals, it is unclear whether all members have agreed to 
them or whether each goal has a strong champion. Moreover, Chancellor Scholz, in personally 
launching and leading the initiative and tying it to his own Zeitenwende policy while lacking a 
clear military or economic narrative, has seemingly put Sky Shield’s political goals far ahead of 
the economic or military benefits.77 

 ▪ Manage competing objectives. While balancing multiple goals can yield benefits, it can also 
generate tensions that must be managed. The best method is a portfolio approach to work 
share that gives all participants the chance to lead or support according to their strengths 
and goals (e.g., industrial development, technology transfer, or capability gaps). While this 
is difficult for projects narrowly focused on one platform, Sky Shield is well suited to this 
approach given the range of capabilities and systems that fall under the banner of air and 
missile defense. 

 ▪ Use coproduction to manage work share. Successful joint development programs often 
distribute work share among members based on “compartmentalized” elements of production 
(or development). This approach allows each member to specialize according to its domestic 
political and industrial needs while maintaining program coherence. Examples of this practice 
include the SM-3 Block IIA theater ballistic missile defense interceptor and the NATO Allied 
Ground Surveillance program.78 The range of industry expertise across Sky Shield participants 
makes this approach feasible but requires designing for such a division of labor from the start 
and a strong integrator or prime.

 ▪ Use codevelopment to advance technology transfer. Joint development programs often fail 
when participants do not realize technology and industry spillover benefits due to demanding 
technology and export controls of more capable nations.79 In contrast, successful programs 
maximize the number of participants that pursue codevelopment of technology and capability 
from the start. Sky Shield could take advantage of this finding by encouraging more members 
to agree to codevelop new or improved air and missile defense technology from the outset.
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AIR AND MISSILE DEFENSE INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Another CSIS study of international cooperation in missile defense highlights six ways to improve 
cooperation that could be explored by the Sky Shield initiative:80

 ▪ Develop lower-cost systems that make air and missile defense a cheaper business. This may 
require trading off effectiveness or designing new and novel concepts, but doing so would 
allow more Sky Shield nations to contribute to and benefit from air and missile defense. 
This could range from emerging technology such as DEW systems to making kinetic systems 
cheaper (e.g., by trading effectiveness for cost) and thinking broader to develop passive 
defenses such as camouflage, concealment, and dispersal that could reduce the need for air 
and missile defenses.

 ▪ Develop new concepts of operation, such as by integrating offensive and defensive weapons 
or multinational operating concepts and units such as the German-Dutch air and missile 
defense task force that recently deployed Patriot systems to Slovakia.81

 ▪ Streamline export controls to increase access across Europe to existing off-the-shelf air and 
missile defense solutions (such as those produced by Germany, Norway, United States, Israel, 
and others).

 ▪ Incentivize codevelopment between domestic and foreign defense suppliers.82

 ▪ Expand information-sharing networks, from research and technology to real-time cueing data.83 

 ▪ Improve air and missile defense exercises, focusing more on interoperability and defeating 
the most difficult threats.

Using the Right Defense Cooperation Models
A third avenue to improve the prospects for Sky Shield is to use the right cooperation format for 
Sky Shield. There are many different types of defense cooperation. Figure 5 shows a typology of 
defense cooperation. 
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Figure 5: Typology of Defense Cooperation Models

Form Function Venue Benefit
Collaboration

Pooling

Sharing

Integration

Specialization

Interoperability

Military assistance

Military Operational
Deployable HQ

Modular formation

Integrated formation

Industrial
Joint production

Codevelopment

Defense trade

Devolved command

Training and exercising

Logistics and services

Bilateral

Minilateral

Institutional

Political
Trust

Solidarity

 Influence

Economic
Cost savings

Trade

Public goods

Military
Interoperability

Standardization

Fighting power

Capacity

Source: Monaghan, “Solving Europe’s Defense Dilemma.”

Given the immaturity of Sky Shield, Figure 6 suggests four possible delivery models based on this 
typology. These models are not mutually exclusive: depending on the ultimate goals and scope of 
the initiative, Sky Shield could use all four models to achieve different objectives.

Figure 6: Four Possible Delivery Models for Sky Shield

COPRODUCTION

– Idea: Coproduce o�-the-shelf systems to 
maximize economy of scale and interoperability; 
maximize national/small group specialization

– Capability focus: Urgent gaps in very short- to 
medium-range GBAD

– Benefits: Military, economic

– Challenges: Industry, political (work share)

– Venue: NATO (coordination); European Union 
(incentives); small groups (specialization)

INTEGRATION

– Idea: Modular approach based on common/open 
architecture and standards

– Capability focus: Integration, C2, information 
sharing

– Benefits: Political (participation), military 
(integration) 

– Challenges: Military (integration), political (work 
share)

– Venue: NATO - NATO Integrated Air and Missile 
Defence System (NATINAMDS)

MULTINATIONAL UNITS

– Idea: Form mulitnational air and missile defense 
units—bilaterally or multilaterally (e.g., the 
binational German-Dutch air defense unit)

– Capability focus: Deployability, e�ciency, 
interoperability as a force multiplier

– Benefits: Military, economic, political 

– Challenges: Political, military

– Venue: NATO (e.g., Air Shielding); small groups 
(e.g., JEF, EATC)

CODEVELOPMENT

– Idea: Pursue codevelopment of new or existing 
systems

– Capability focus: Advanced, long-term 
gaps/threats (e.g., hypersonics, space, 
C-USA/swarms)

– Benefits: Military, economic

– Challenges: Political, industry

– Venue: Bespoke institution (e.g., OCCAR); small 
groups matched to research and 
technology/industrial expertise (unlikely to work at 17)
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According to the authors’ research survey, several models are promising:

Q6: In your view, which model has the most promise for ESSI? (Rank the following)

Coordinated o�-the-shelf procurement

Joint production or coproduction

Joint development

Common standards, mostly national procurements

Focus on integrating national/multinational systems

0 1 2 3 4 5

Common element or module (e.g., sensor, shooter, 
missile, C2), mostly national procurements

Weighted Average Votes

Source: Authors’ survey of 16 European defense experts conducted in February 2023.

However, Sky Shield should be coordinated either outside of institutions in a dedicated minilateral 
group or through NATO:

Q10: What do you think the best forum for coordinating ESSI is? (Pick one)

Other (please specify)

0 2 4 6 8

NATO

European Union

Outside of institutions in a dedicated 
European “minilateral” group

Using existing minilateral groups like the Nothern Group, 
CEDC, “Bucharest 9” or Joint Expeditionary Force?

Number of Responses

Source: Authors’ survey of 16 European defense experts conducted in February 2023.
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Conclusion

E uropean air and missile defense faces big challenges, with serious gaps in ground-based air 
defense, C2, and defense against emerging advanced threats. Sky Shield has the potential 
to address these problems and fill the gaps in European air and missile defense. However, 

it faces an uphill battle given the political, economic, and military challenges inherent to defense 
cooperation and other contingent factors, such as lack of clear goals and focus, the large number 
of participants, emerging political differences over European air defense, and the rapidly evolving 
threat environment.

Given critical shortfalls in air and missile defense, European nations have little choice but to make 
Sky Shield a success. To overcome these challenges the Sky Shield participants, led by Germany, 
should consider the following recommendations to improve their prospects. Based on the analysis 
in this paper, 15 recommendations are highlighted, grouped into five categories:

LEADERSHIP
1. Create strong German leadership based on a clear vision and direction for Sky Shield that all 

members agree on.

2. Balance multiple goals and manage competing objectives.

3. Develop a Sky Shield brand, champion success, and maintain a constant drumbeat of activity.

CAPABILITY AND CONCEPT
4. Focus Sky Shield on addressing the serious capability gaps in very short- to medium-range GBAD.
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5. Agree on a Sky Shield concept of operations for regional air and missile defense, including 
developing new and novel concepts.

6. Expand information-sharing networks.

7. Improve air and missile defense exercises.

DIVISION OF LABOR
8. Design Sky Shield around the smaller groups that already exist between members while 

maintaining focus on commonality and integration.

9. Agree on work-share guidance between nations.

COOPERATION
10. Make cooperation a political priority for Sky Shield (e.g., through coproduction, 

codevelopment, integration, and joint units).

11. Use existing NATO and EU instruments to incentivize cooperation.

12. Use coproduction to manage work share and incentivize codevelopment to advance 
technology transfer.

DELIVERY
13. Design the right cooperation format(s) for Sky Shield, which may be a mixture of 

coproduction, codevelopment, integration, and joint air defense units.

14. Establish a dedicated organization to coordinate and manage the delivery of Sky Shield.

15. Develop lower-cost systems and streamline export controls.

Sky Shield will take many years to deliver on its goals (assuming they are agreed at some point). 
Germany is the right nation to lead this initiative for many reasons, including its role as a NATO 
Framework Nation leader, its military and industrial expertise, the fact it already hosts NATO’s BMD 
command center at Ramstein Air Base, and the political capital expended by Chancellor Scholz so 
far through his Zeitenwende policy, but Berlin must be prepared to lead for the long haul. Success 
could be game changing, not just for European air and missile defense but for European defense 
cooperation writ large.84
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Appendix A
European Air and Missile Defense Capabilities

The table below shows the state of Europe’s air and missile defense capabilities.

Key

Existing capabilities Modern systems Dated systems (e.g., Soviet era) No capability

Future capabilities Specified acquisition
Unspecified acquisition  
or development

No acquisition 
planned

Country

Capacity
(no. of 

dedicated 
military air/

missile 
defense units)

Existing Capabilities

Future 
Capabilities 

Long-/
medium-range 
surface-to-air 
missile (SAM)

Short-range 
SAM

Very short-
range SAM

Air Defense 
Artillery (ADA)

Albania – None None None None –

Austria 2 
battalions

None None Mistral 35 mm –

Belgium – None None None None Sky Shield

Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 

1 battalion None SA-6 SA-14,  
SA-16

40 mm –
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Country

Capacity
(no. of 

dedicated 
military air/

missile 
defense units)

Existing Capabilities

Future 
Capabilities 

Long-/
medium-range 
surface-to-air 
missile (SAM)

Short-range 
SAM

Very short-
range SAM

Air Defense 
Artillery (ADA)

Bulgaria 2 
battalions 
(plus forces 
integrated with 
other units)

SA-5,  
SA-10 
(both 
operational 
status 
unknown)

None SA-7, SA-8 23 mm,  
57 mm

Sky Shield

Croatia 1 regiment 
(plus forces 
integrated with 
other units)

None None SA-9,  
SA-13,  
SA-14,  
SA-16

20 mm –

Cyprus Forces 
integrated 
with other 
units

SA-11 SA-15 Mistral 20 mm,  
35 mm

Stated priority 
to acquire 
short-range 
systems

Czech 
Republic 

1 regiment, 
2 groups 

None None SA-13,  
SA-7,  
RBS-70

None SPYDER (short 
range), Sky 
Shield

Denmark 1 battalion, 
1 group

None None Stinger None Sky Shield, 
unspecified 
short-range 
system

Estonia 1 battalion None None Mistral 23 mm Sky Shield, 
short-range 
(Piorun 
MANPADS) and 
unspecified 
medium-range 
GBAD (with 
Latvia)

Finland 1 regiment HAWK 
(training only)

Crotale, 
NASAMS

ASRAD, 
Stinger, 
RBS-70

23 mm, 
35 mm

Sky Shield, 
Unspecified 
medium-range 
system

France 1 regiment, 
3 
squadrons 

SAMP/T Crotale Mistral, 
VAB 
ARLAD 

None SAMP/T New 
Generation (with 
Italy through 
OCCAR)

Germany 4 groups Patriot None ASRAD, 
Stinger

35 mm Sky Shield
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Country

Capacity
(no. of 

dedicated 
military air/

missile 
defense units)

Existing Capabilities

Future 
Capabilities 

Long-/
medium-range 
surface-to-air 
missile (SAM)

Short-range 
SAM

Very short-
range SAM

Air Defense 
Artillery (ADA)

Greece 3 
battalions, 
8 
squadrons

Patriot,  
SA-20, 
I-HAWK

Crotale, 
SA-15,  
RIM-7M

SA-8, 
ASRAD, 
Stinger

20 mm,  
23 mm,  
30 mm,  
35 mm

–

Hungary 1 regiment None SA-6 Mistral None NASAMS  
(short range), 
Sky Shield

Iceland – None None None None –

Ireland Forces 
integrated 
with other 
units

None None RBS-70 None –

Italy 3 
regiments

SAMP/T Aspide, 
SPADA

Stinger None SAMP/T New 
Generation (with 
France through 
OCCAR)

Latvia 1 battalion None None Stinger, 
RBS-70

40 mm Sky Shield, 
unspecified 
medium-range 
system (with 
Estonia)

Lithuania 1 battalion None NASAMS GROM, 
Stinger, 
RBS-70

None Sky Shield, 
unspecified 
short-range 
system

Luxembourg – None None None None – 

Malta Forces 
integrated 
with other 
units

None None None 14.5 mm –

Moldova 1 regiment None SA-3 None 23 mm,  
57 mm

–

Montenegro – None None None None –

Netherlands 1 
squadron, 
1 battery
(plus forces 
integrated with 
other units)

Patriot NASAMS Stinger None Sky Shield
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Country

Capacity
(no. of 

dedicated 
military air/

missile 
defense units)

Existing Capabilities

Future 
Capabilities 

Long-/
medium-range 
surface-to-air 
missile (SAM)

Short-range 
SAM

Very short-
range SAM

Air Defense 
Artillery (ADA)

North 
Macedonia 

1 battalion None None SA-13,  
SA-16

40 mm –

Norway 2 
battalions

None NASAMS None None Sky Shield, 
short-range 
Piorun 
MANPADS

Poland 3 
regiments, 
1 brigade 

SA-5 SA-6, 
S-125, 
Narew

SA-8, 
GROM

23 mm Patriot (long/
medium range), 
joint GBAD 
Future Common 
Missile with UK

Portugal 1 battalion None None Chapparal, 
Stinger

20 mm –

Romania 3 
regiments, 
1 brigade

Patriot,  
SA-2, 
HAWK

SA-6 SA-8,  
CA-95

14.5 mm, 
35 mm,  
57 mm

Additional 
Patriot (long/
medium range), 
Sky Shield

Serbia 4 
battalions

None SA-3, SA-6, 
SA-22

SA-7, SA-9, 
SA-16

40 mm Unspecified 
equipment

Slovakia 1 brigade SA-10 SA-6 SA-16 None Sky Shield

Slovenia 2 
battalions

None None SA-24 None Sky Shield

Spain 3 
regiments, 
6 
companies 

Patriot, 
I-HAWK

NASAMS, 
Skyguard/ 
Aspide

Mistral 35 mm –

Sweden 2 
battalions

Patriot, 
I-HAWK

RBS-98, 
RBS-23

RBS-70 40 mm Sky Shield

Switzerland Forces 
integrated 
with other 
units

None None Stinger, 
Rapier

35 mm –

Turkey 4 
battalions, 
6 
squadrons

SA-21, 
HAWK

MIM-14, 
HISAR

Rapier, 
Stinger, 
Zipkin

20 mm,  
35 mm,  
40 mm

–
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Country

Capacity
(no. of 

dedicated 
military air/

missile 
defense units)

Existing Capabilities

Future 
Capabilities 

Long-/
medium-range 
surface-to-air 
missile (SAM)

Short-range 
SAM

Very short-
range SAM

Air Defense 
Artillery (ADA)

United 
Kingdom 

1 regiment None CAMM 
(Land 
Ceptor)

Rapier, 
Stormer 
(60) with 
Starstreak

None Sky Shield, 
joint GBAD 
Future Common 
Missile with 
Poland; future 
counter-
hypersonics 
(with Australia 
and the United 
States through 
AUKUS)

Source: Based on James Hackett, ed., The Military Balance 2023 (London: IISS, 2023), 86–163; Jacek Tarociński, “Safe Skies? Air 
Defence on NATO’s Northern, Eastern and South-eastern Flank,” Centre for Eastern Studies, January 19, 2023, https://www.osw.waw.
pl/en/publikacje/osw-commentary/2023-01-19/safe-skies-air-defence-natos-northern-eastern-and-south; and the authors’ own 
analysis.

https://www.osw.waw.pl/en/publikacje/osw-commentary/2023-01-19/safe-skies-air-defence-natos-northern-eastern-and-south
https://www.osw.waw.pl/en/publikacje/osw-commentary/2023-01-19/safe-skies-air-defence-natos-northern-eastern-and-south
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